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Manutan optimizes its B2B bid responses and online 
sales with Target2Sell’s open Artificial Intelligence 

solution

« Through the AI, Target2Sell has opened up the possibility for us to calculate and deploy new 
custom personalization algorithms based on our business needs. Whether in terms of technical 
platform, business support or Data Scientists skills, this collaborative approach is a real added value 
for a specialized group like Manutan. » 

Lionel Garcia, e-merchandising manager at Manutan

+20%
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Rate



A strong and sustainable partnership

In order to offer the right offer and products to each of its customers, Manutan selected Target2Sell in 
January 2016 to support them to personalize its digital touchpoints.

Manutan has gradually deployed, on its 25 subsidiaries located in 17 European countries, the product 
recommendation and the personalized ranking modules on category pages from Target2Sell. This close 
collaboration with Manutan’s Merchandising teams enabled to increase the online conversion rate by 20% 
and the average basket by 10%.

When business expertise allows you to use AI to strengthen your results

Thanks to its experience and the skills development of its teams on Target2Sell’s personalized merchandising 
AI platform and thanks to regular training and support points, Manutan has identified two distinct needs:
- Contribute to increasing online revenue
- Acquire new business customers

Collaborative AI: Open AI and Data Scientists at Manutan’s service

In cooperation with Target2Sell’s Technical Account Manager and Data Scientists, Manutan has specified 
its needs.

« Through the AI, Target2Sell has opened up the possibility for us to calculate and deploy new cus-
tom personalization algorithms based on our business needs. Whether in terms of technical platform, 
business support or Data Scientists skills, this collaborative approach is a real added value for a spe-
cialized group like Manutan. » 

explains Lionel Garcia, e-merchandising manager at Manutan

«Our open platform allows us to deploy specific business algorithms - in addition to our 1,000 native 
algorithms - adapted to our customers’ needs. To help our clients in this process, we offer internal 
mathematical skills to develop them if necessary. 

Dating back to 2017, the first deployments of specific algorithms, co-created with our customers, have 
enabled us to acquire strong experience in this field for more than 2 years! «adds Arnaud Chevalier, CMO 
of Target2Sell.

Manutan, the European leader in B2B e-commerce, has implemented business algorithms based on 
in-depth knowledge of its business and customers with two distinct objectives: to optimize responses 
to calls for tenders and to increase its cross-selling online sales. In collaboration with Manutan’s 
Merchandising and Data teams, Target2Sell developed and deployed these specific business 
algorithms on its open platform.

For more information: www.target2sell.com / contact@target2sell.com / +33 (0) 1 44 54 94 55



First case: the automation of responses to B2B 
calls for tenders

«Two projects were launched in parallel: the first was 
to optimize the responses to calls for tenders received 
by our sales representatives,» explains Grégoire 
Dorsemaine, Head of Marketing for the offer at 
Manutan.

Indeed, Manutan’s sales teams very regularly receive 
calls for tenders including very complete specifications 
on company equipment: these lists of needs are 
specific each time with generalist terminology such 
as «ergonomic office chair». Responding to these 
requests is a time-consuming task in order to identify 
the right product, the right reference, while giving the 
best priority to private labelled products.

Manutan et Target2Sell ont donc imaginé un algorithme sur base d’analyse de texte (« text mining ») 
permettant d’identifier automatiquement des produits adaptés et de substitution de la marque Manutan, 
grâce à la connaissance produits acquise par la plateforme. Les réponses sont automatiquement pré-
remplies à plus de 85%. Un gain de temps, d’efficacité et de pertinence qui permet à Manutan de décupler 
sa puissance commerciale et d’être plus précis sur les recommandations de produits pour les devis !

Second case: complementary products from complementary categories

«In this second project, the aim was to define more precisely the additional accessories presented on each 
product sheet. Indeed, with our hundreds of thousands of references, it was not enough to analyze the 
baskets, but also to identify the categories complementary to the one of the product added to the basket» 
comments Lionel Garcia.

This algorithm has enabled Manutan to offer more relevant additional accessories on the product sheets. 
For example, protective helmets, hand tools and safety shoes are offered in addition on the product sheet 
of a stepladder.

Designed jointly by Manutan and Target2Sell’s business teams, this specific algorithm was then 
industrialized, deployed on the platform and implemented on the Manutan site, on the product sheet and 
on the add-to-cart popin.

For more information: www.target2sell.com / contact@target2sell.com / +33 (0) 1 44 54 94 55



Target2Sell is the first open & real-time Artificial Intelligence platform dedicated to hyper personalization of the customer experience, for all 
digital channels and compatible with all retail commerce solutions. Already more than 450 retailer websites (Sephora, Galeries Lafayette, 
Yves Rocher, BUT, Micromania, Auchan, Monoprix, Camaïeu, Etam, Manutan ...) have adopted it and increase their sales tenfold: join them 
in 1-to-1 commerce revolution!

«Customers greatly appreciated the relevance of these additional tips in order to build a more complete 
and consistent basket from the first order. Since its launch 4 months ago, this already represents more 
than 5% of additional sales on the site», says Lionel.

Collaborative AI: the winning combination of two business and technical champions

By combining Manutan’s business expertise, Target2Sell’s technical support and Data Science, and 
leveraging the platform’s open APIs, Manutan was able to test its idea and boost its revenues and 
conversions, providing advice tailored to demanding buyers on the technical characteristics of the products.

«This is what we call the « Collaborative AI» approach: a mix of business expertise, algorithmic developments 
and an Artificial Intelligence platform with exceptional computing power and the ability to deploy our 
customers’ specific needs in industry! «concludes Arnaud Chevalier.

For more information: www.target2sell.com / contact@target2sell.com / +33 (0) 1 44 54 94 55


